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Can love be shackled? - Thiruvalluvar

Chennai hosts its second annual Rainbow Pride in June 2010, a month celebrating
visibility of alternate sexualities and gender identities. June Pride events are
observed around the world, and commemorate the Stonewall Inn riots of 1969, a
watershed event that sparked the global movement for civil rights by and for
lesbian, gay, bi and transgender (LGBT) people.
Several formal and informal collectives have joined hands to organize a monthlong series of events in Chennai this June. These include a debate on
homosexuality and family values; an LGBT performance festival; a poetry reading
event; a meeting of parents of LGBT people; art, slogan, placard and beauty
contests; and film screenings; culminating in the Chennai Rainbow Pride march to
be held on June 27th, 2010. These events are listed at
http://chennaipride.orinam.net
We invoke the words of Tamil poet Thiruvalluvar to ask EJ%G B#
$>%DM? (Can love be shackled?) Our loves and identities fall outside of
the norm of exclusive male-female desires, gender identities and expectations, and
are reviled as unnatural and foreign. However these loves and identities are natural
to us and have existed since ancient times in our own cultures. That we are not
contained within the common definitions of permissible sexuality and gender
expressions does not make us undeserving of equal human rights.
This Pride,
- We celebrate the love that was decriminalized by Chief Justice A.P. Shah and

Justice S. Muralidhar of Delhi High Court in the historic Naz Foundation verdict of
July 2, 2009.
- We call upon the Supreme Court to uphold the judgment in its entirety, and
secure the fundamental rights of India's lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
citizens to lives of dignity, equality, and free expression.
- We lament the loss of Prof. Shrinivas Ramchandra Siras and countless other
citizens, and call for an immediate end to violence, harassment and persecution of
LGBT people by educational institutions, employers, law enforcement, religious
institutions, and the public. Too many lives have been lost to irrational fear and
hate.
- We request that hijras and other transgenders be recorded in the 2011 national
census, in the category corresponding to their gender of choice, and not limited by
the currently available binary choices of 'male' and 'female'
- We seek affordable and appropriate healthcare for all, and condemn unscientific
and unethical attempts by some in the medical and mental health professions to
change sexual orientation through drugs, electro-shock therapy, and other means.
- We ask that our families value our desires as natural and normal, allow us the
freedom to choose our expression in terms of attire, romantic and life partners, and
not to force us into heterosexual marriages against our wishes.
- We appeal to the media to be fair, inclusive and responsible in telling our stories;
not perpetuate stereotypes, myths and misinformation about our lives; and not
invisibilize or trivialize us and our issues.
For more information, contact Kalki 98847-00409, Sunil 93810-16129,
Aniruddhan 98840-17695, email orinamwebber@gmail.com, or go to
http://chennaipride.orinam.net
Support us by signing on the Campaign for Open Minds at http://www.orinam.net/
campaigns
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